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A B S T R A C T

We show, based on ratings by finance journal reviewers of generated output, that the recently
released AI chatbot ChatGPT can significantly assist with finance research. In principle, these
results should be generalisable across research domains. There are clear advantages for idea
generation and data identification. The technology, however, is weaker on literature synthesis
and developing appropriate testing frameworks. Importantly, we further demonstrate that the
extent of private data and researcher domain expertise input, are key factors in determining
the quality of output. We conclude by considering the implications, particularly the ethical
implications, which arise from this new technology.

. Introduction

‘‘It ain’t what you do, it’s the way that you do it

nd that’s what gets results’’

[Song lyrics by Bananarama and Fun Boy Three (1982)]

ChatGPT is an artificial intelligence language model introduced in November 2022 providing generated conversational responses
o question prompts. The model is trained with a blend of reinforcement learning algorithms and human input on over 150 billion
arameters.1 The platform reached a million users in just its first week open to the public and has been quickly coined ‘‘the industry’s
ext big disrupter’’ (Grant and Metz, 2022) due to the perceived quality of response output from the model. Although Large Language
odels, the technical term for the process underlying this chatbot, have been used for some decades, we were not able to find a

tudy showing how they can be used in the research generation process, as opposed to being used as part of the research.
One early academic study found the platform capable of passing the notoriously-complex common core of US professional legal

ccreditation examinations (Bommarito II and Katz, 2022). Another author managed to produce a reasonably-comprehensive guide
o quantitative trading, almost exclusively through ChatGPT output (Marti, 2022). A range of professions even set themselves to
xistential pondering as to whether they have suddenly been made redundant; including educators (Herman, 2022), lawyers (Greene,
022), and, to cover as many worried professional bases as possible, ‘all writers’ (Warner, 2023). It is quite the entrance for new
echnology.
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We are interested in the extent to which ChatGPT can assist with the production of research studies; in this case, finance research.
Initial research has explored some limited aspects of this question. A broad perspective on the emergent role for AI in the production
of scientific research is taken by Grimaldi and Ehrler (2023) and Hutson et al. (2022). While Alshater (2022) suggests that ChatGPT
should be useful for a range of tasks involved in constructing a research study, but without empirical testing.

Most of the applied research focuses on the creation of research abstracts and literature synthesis. For example, Aydın and
Karaarslan (2022) attempt to create a healthcare literature review suitable for an academic journal and find that while it is possible,
there is considerable ‘plagiarism’, or poor paraphrasing. Gao et al. (2022), however, find that novel abstracts can be generated
without explicit plagiarism, although these are identifiable as being generated by an AI platform using an artificial intelligence
output detector.2 Chen and Eger (2022) also explore use in title and abstract generation, and in the domain of finance, Wenzlaff
nd Spaeth (2022) are able to generate reasonably academically-appropriate definitions of new financial concepts.

Mellon et al. (2022) explores one aspect of the application to research testing, by showing the platform can be useful as a
omplement to scoring open-text survey results. While Adesso (2022) has used GPT3 to write a full paper in physics, to be submitted
o a journal ‘‘as is’’, and Zhai (2022) has also experimented with creating a research paper outline.

Building on, but distinct from these studies, our study is the first to provide structured testing of the potential for ChatGPT to
assist with writing a research study. We test and compare generated output for four stages of the research process: idea generation,
literature review, data identification and processing, and empirical testing. A panel of experienced academic authors and reviewers
grade each output. We also, importantly, show how different levels of private data and researcher domain-expertise input in guiding
output have a significant impact on the quality of outputs generated. Like all tools, ChatGPT is best in experienced hands. Following
the opening quote of this article, we term this the Bananarama Conjecture.

Section 2 outlines our empirical approach, Section 3 presents and analyses the findings. We conclude in Section 4 with a
framework for understanding the opportunities and limitations of ChatGPT, as well as some initial consideration of the ethical
dimensions of the new technology.

2. Methodology

We focus on cryptocurrencies as our finance topic — a prominent and reasonably well-defined area of recent finance research.
We further concentrate on letter-style articles, such as those published in the Finance Research Letters journal, thus, articles of about
2000–2500 words in length.

We start our empirical approach by noting that the standard research study creation process can be divided into five basic
stages (Cargill and O’Connor, 2021):

1. Idea generation
2. Prior literature synthesis
3. Data identification and preparation
4. Testing framework determination and implementation
5. Results analysis

As ChatGPT is currently unable to analyse empirical output we cannot evaluate the results analysis ability, so we concentrate
on the first four stages of the research process. We, therefore, request the platform to generate: (1) a research idea; (2) a condensed
literature review; (3) a description of suitable data for the research idea; and (4) a suitable testing framework given the research
idea and the proposed data.

Three versions of the same general cryptocurrency research idea are generated, each with these four research stages. The textual
prompts used to generate each stage are reported in Appendix. The first version only utilises public data already available within
ChatGPT.3 We label this version of the research study: V1: Only Public Data.

For the second version (labelled: V2: Added Private Data), we incorporate private data to assist with generating the research
stages. We obtain abstracts and article identifiers for 188 articles identified as related to cryptocurrencies and published in Finance
Research Letters (2021–2023) from the Elsevier Scopus database. These articles are loaded into ChatGPT in bibtex format.4 The
private data from these articles add specialist knowledge to the existing generalised expertise of the platform. We then generate the
four research stages telling the platform to take this prior research into account.

For the third version (V3: Private Data and Expertise), we further incorporate researcher domain expertise alongside the private
data. In practice, we take the outputs from the second version, and iterate the output, by telling ChatGPT how it might improve its
suggested answers. Most frequently this iterative process involves asking the platform to be more specific on particular parts of the
output, as it tends towards equivocation and generality unless guided otherwise. In none of the three cases do we manually adjust
any of the output generated by the model, with the exception of one minor technical correction noted in Appendix.

2 https://openai-openai-detector.hf.space/
3 Note that the ChatGPT training data appears to have ended in 2020, thus the available data is quite dated for topical research ideas: https://help.openai.

om/en/articles/6783457-chatgpt-faq.
4 To load textual data into ChatGPT, we first selected the articles full citation in Bibtex format. These were then manually pasted, approx 10 at a time into

he Chat window. We instructed ChatGPT ‘‘please read these bibtex references and store them for use in subsequent analyses until we log off. More complex
2

ata sets can be added using the OpenAI API, but ChatGPT can.

https://openai-openai-detector.hf.space/
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Table 1
Empirical structure.

Research stage Evaluation criteria Approx. length

Idea (1) The proposed idea seems academically appropriate;
(2) The proposed idea seems like useful contribution

100 words

Literature (3) The literature review adequately supports the
research idea; (4) The structure and links drawn
between prior research are appropriate

300 words

Data (5) The data is likely to help address the research
idea; (6) The data seems suitably comprehensive

100 words

Testing (7) The testing framework is suitable for the research
idea and the data; (8) The testing framework seems
innovative

200 words

The evaluation criteria column shows the questions asked of reviewers for that research stage, which they
rate between 1 (highly disagree) and 10 (highly agree). The length column indicates the approximate
word count of output requested from ChatGPT for that research stage. See Section 2 for further elaboration
of labels and approach.

For our evaluation stage, a team of experienced authors and reviewers are identified who all have prior experience as reviewers
r published authors for ABS-level5 finance journals. A total of 32 reviewers each review a complete single version of the output
that is, all four research stages of a full research study), and are randomly assigned to one of the three versions.

We administer the evaluation through Qualtrics. The three generated versions of the research study, as presented to reviewers,
re contained in Appendix. Reviewers are asked to rate two aspects of each stage of output, see Table 1 for this evaluation criteria,
nd may voluntarily leave comments. A review consists of a rating between 1 (highly disagree) and 10 (highly agree) of how likely
he output is to be considered acceptable for a minimum ABS2-level6 finance journal according to the specified criterion. Average
cores across reviewers are reported.7 We now proceed to present and analyse the findings.

3. Findings

Table 2 reports the main findings and Fig. 1 presents a boxplot representation of the results. The table shows the findings for
all three research study versions, and for the four research stages. The research stages are, in turn, each evaluated according to two
criteria.

We could view a rating of 5.5 (the mid-point of the rating range between 1 and 10) as a basic minimum for a research study stage
to be considered acceptable. Possibly acceptable with revisions, and subject, naturally, to the element of randomness and personal
preference that is always present in the reviewing process. By this basic criteria, all versions of the study ‘succeed’. Reading from
the bottom line of Table 2, which shows the overall average rating of each study, V1 has a rating of 7.05, V2 a rating of 6.63, and
V3 a rating of 7.62. These are, therefore, all studies that have a decent chance of eventual success in the reviewing process in a
good finance journal.

Examining the individual research stages, we see the highest ratings are for the generation of the research idea. This makes
sense when we consider that this initial stage involves thinking broadly about existing concepts and connecting these concepts
into a coherent new idea. ChatGPT with its access to billions of parameters and texts, should be particularly adept at this broad
exploration of existing ideas. The data summary stage is also reasonably strong, perhaps because data summaries tend to be distinct
sections of a research study in easily identifiable text ‘chunks’. There is also a limited range of data which can be used in a given
study, meaning the search process is also limited.

Less successful, according to our results, are literature reviews and testing frameworks. The platform particularly struggles with
generating suitable testing frameworks. Our view here is that this might be due to these being ‘internal’ tasks within a research
study. The literature review is the internal tool to link the research idea with the methodology. The testing framework is linked
from the research idea, the literature review, and the data summary. The model appears to be less capable of linking multiple
internally-generated ideas, such as these stages entail.

Comparing the different research versions we see a clear outperformance by our most advanced research study, V3: Private Data
and Expertise. We were surprised to see that the version with added private data underperformed compared to the version with only
public data. On reflection, this appears to be due to the private data model excessively relying on the provided private data and
restricting the extent to which it accessed other beneficial public data. This could be improved by either instructing the platform to
not ignore useful public data, or by providing a better-curated set of relevant private data.

5 The ABS, more formally the Chartered Association of Business Schools Academic Journal Quality Guide, is a ranking of journals, widely used for assessing
esearch output around the world, but particularly in the United Kingdom where the guide originates.

6 ABS2 is a rating given to journals which publish research at an ‘acceptable standard’. Anecdotally, it is viewed as the minimum standard of research
xpected in business schools which are mid-ranked and above: https://charteredabs.org/academic-journal-guide-2021-view/.
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All reviewers are informed that the content they are reviewing is generated by ChatGPT and that their individual responses will be kept anonymous.

https://charteredabs.org/academic-journal-guide-2021-view/
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Table 2
Findings from reviewer evaluations of ChatGPT-generated research studies.

V1: Only public data V2: With private data V3: With expertise

Mean StdDev Mean StdDev Mean StdDev

Research idea
1. ... seems academically appropriate 8.00 1.26 7.45 2.23 7.90 1.14
2. ... seems like a useful contribution 7.80 1.72 7.18 1.90 7.70 1.49
Average rating 7.90 7.32 7.80
Literature review
3. ... adequately supports the research idea 6.67 1.76 6.64 1.92 8.00 1.12
4. ... appropriate structure and links drawn between prior research 6.80 1.89 6.50 2.22 6.90 1.58
Average rating 6.74 6.57 7.45
Data summary
5. ... likely to help address the research idea 7.60 1.36 6.83 1.95 7.60 1.02
6. ... seems suitably comprehensive 7.25 0.97 5.75 2.09 8.13 0.93
Average rating 7.43 6.29 7.87
Testing framework
7. ... is suitable for the research idea and the data 7.22 1.47 7.08 1.85 7.67 1.15
8. ... seems innovative 5.00 1.63 5.58 2.81 7.00 1.87
Average rating 6.11 6.33 7.34

Overall research study average rating 7.05 6.63 7.62

he table presents the summary findings from 32 reviews of three versions of a ChatGPT-generated research study (10 reviews of V1, V3; 12 reviews of V2).

Fig. 1. Box-Whisker plots of responses.

The outperformance of the V3 research study is notable, not just on an overall basis, but also in the extent to which it is also
apable of producing acceptable literature reviews and testing frameworks where the other research studies have less success. We
uggested above that the general underperformance of the output for these research stages might be due to the difficultly ChatGPT
as in linking multiple generated ideas. The advantage, therefore, for our V3 study, is that the researcher can observe any missing
inks and ask the platform to further iterate to address these gaps. The Appendix contains sample prompts given to the platform,
nd this addressing of missing links can be seen in the prompt text. Researcher domain-expertise appears to be key for these tasks
nvolving conceptual complexity.

Table 3 confirms, statistically, the differences between the research studies through a range of t-tests. These two-sided t-tests
ssume unequal variance, as best fits our data. The main differences are observed for the evaluation criteria of ‘‘the literature review
4
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Table 3
T-tests of differences between research study versions.

V1–V2 V2–V3 V1–V3

Research idea
1. ... seems academically appropriate 0.39 0.44 0.86
2. ... seems like a useful contribution 0.41 0.22 0.67
Literature review
3. ... adequately supports the research idea 0.69 0.06 0.00
4. ... appropriate structure and links drawn between prior research 0.90 0.71 0.78
Data summary
5. ... likely to help address the research idea 0.29 0.26 1.00
6. ... seems suitably comprehensive 0.08 0.01 0.02
Testing framework
7. ... is suitable for the research idea and the data 0.84 0.37 0.37
8. ... seems innovative 0.44 0.25 0.00

The table reports p-values from two-sided t-tests assuming unequal variance, on tests between the three different
research study versions — V1: Only Public Data; V2: Added Private Data; and V3: Private Data and Expertise.

adequately supports the research idea’’ and ‘‘the testing framework seems innovative’’ — in both cases the V3 research study shows
some outperformance.

4. Conclusions

What we have shown in this study is important. ChatGPT can generate, even in its basic state, plausible-seeming research studies
for well-ranked journals. With the addition of private data and researcher expertise iterations to improve output, the results are,
frankly, very impressive. Bear in mind, also, that these results are obtained without the advantages of GPT-4 as an underlying
generative model, due to launch later in 2023 and which promises a truly revolutionary language model due to advances in
algorithms and over 600 times greater testing parameters.8

Our demonstration of this ability is, we believe, both novel and robust. The novelty lies in this being the first study to show the
impact for each stage of the research process, and, importantly, for multiple levels of researcher input. The robustness lies in the
reviewing process by which we ascertain the likely contribution of the generated research studies. The reviews bring the probable
benefits of ChatGPT beyond conjecture to empirical verification, using a method by which research contribution is normally judged
— the peer-review process.

So, what do we do now? This is both a practical and an ethical question. Can ChatGPT be simply considered as an e-
ResearchAssistant, and, therefore, just a new part-and-parcel tool of how research is normally carried out? Indeed, under this
perspective the platform might even be viewed as democratising access to research assistants, hitherto the reserved domain of
wealthier universities in wealthier countries. Could ChatGPT help to flatten the disparities between the global south and wealthier
nations in terms of research output? Maybe, now everyone can have access to such assistance, like the research-version of a dæmon
from a Phillip Pullman novel following the researcher around and always available to offer pertinent advice.

There is, of course, a more worrying ethical perspective. Is it proper to have such an advanced level of guidance and assistance,
and still claim the produced research as one’s own? Should, for example, ChatGPT -enabled research be acknowledged on ethical
research guidance frameworks, such as Elsevier’s CRediT9? Certainly, the approach of Osterrieder and ChatGPT (2023) could be
adopted, with credited co-authorship to the platform, but that is unlikely to be widespread practice.

The answer to the ethical issues is likely to be gradually understood, rather than immediately apparent. One useful guide to how
this might play out is how AI-generated work is treated under copyright laws of various countries. Iaia (2022) notes that AI-generated
work, with sufficient levels of human oversight, is generally considered to belong to the human-creator under European Union law.
How ‘sufficient’ is defined is still, however, quite vague. That suggests the higher-levels of our generated research studies, with
private data and iteration, could be considered the researcher’s own work, but perhaps not the basic research study using only
public data and simple question prompts. Adopting this perspective might see the opening Bananarama Conjecture of this article,
become the (admittedly less-lyrical) Bananarama Edict for using ChatGPT for research; it ain’t what you do, its the extent that you do
it, and that’s what gets (ethically-acceptable) results.
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8 https://techcrunch.com/2022/12/01/while-anticipation-builds-for-gpt-4-openai-quietly-releases-gpt-3-5/
9 https://www.elsevier.com/authors/policies-and-guidelines/credit-author-statement
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Data availability

Data will be made available on request.
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